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Introduction
Derek Jones
Director, Mobility Solutions
Guidehouse

Derek Jones, Director, Mobility Solutions, 
Guidehouse. Derek has over 15 years of experience 
in the transportation and energy sectors. At 
Guidehouse, Derek leads the Mobility Solutions team 
in leveraging industry-leading market research, direct 
industry experience, and extensive consulting 
expertise, to develop outcome-based solutions that 
support the transition to a sustainable transportation 
and mobility future. Before joining Guidehouse, Derek 
supported early transportation electrification 
strategies at Pacific Gas and Electric Company and 
Mitsubishi Corporation and implemented customer-
facing energy solutions in the Mid-Atlantic region with 
ICF International.

Today’s Topics

Global Trends National Progress

Local Roots

Modes Facilities

Roadmap Future
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Mobility TransitionAutonomous.
Vehicles performing advanced sensing and 
processing functions through integration of power 
electronics components (Levels 1 to 5).

Connected. 
Expanded vehicle communication functions and 
protocols requiring cybersecurity and advanced 
cellular networks.

Electrified. 
Innovations in design and manufacturing of new 
battery types, materials, and chemistries to 
reduce costs and size and increase life expectancy. 

Shared. 
Integration of ride-hailing, carshare, robotaxi, and 
micro-mobility solutions alongside public transit 
systems.

Resilience.
Transitioning facilities to accommodate alternate 
fuel vehicles and energy storage requires secure 
and networked utility and customer-side 
infrastructure upgrades, alternative fueling 
stations, and vehicle communication services 
to support vehicle to everything (V2X) and virtual 
power plant (VPP) resilience operations.

Decarbonization.
Increased private and public investment in low 
carbon power generation from solar photovoltaics 
and wind turbines through utility and customer 
side resources, further driving technology cost 
declines.

(Source: Guidehouse)

Global Trends: “Mobility Transition” shaping the future 
of modes, facilities and fuels
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National Progress: Modes & Facilities
Congressional programs to stimulate zero emission vehicle and charging adoption

Inflation Reduction Act of 2022 (IRA) Bipartisan Infrastructure Law (a.k.a. IIJA) 

(Source: Guidehouse)

The IRA 
has over 
300 billion 
dollars for 
energy 
predicted 
to cut 
emissions 
by 40% by 
2030

**5 billion 
for EVs**

5-year 
National 
Electric 
Vehicle 
Infrastructure 
Funding by 
State

**4 billion for 
EVSE**

**88 million 
for TN EVSE**
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National Progress: Inflation Reduction Act
IRA adds a tailwind to an inevitable transition

• U.S. PEV Sales jumped in 2021 and 2022, exceeding 
5% market share, which has been a breakover point in 
other countries

• Guidehouse Insights  forecast suggests the IRA will 
increase the total PEV fleet by approximately 10%, with 
greater impact after 2025 as supply chains ramp up
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• Localization is Already Under Way
− Supply chain concerns and shipping costs 

already made local production a priority

• Shift Final Assembly of Vehicles
− Clean vehicle credits require final vehicle 

assembly in North America
• Foreign and global automakers could move 

production to our shores (and some are 
already doing so)

• Existing PHEV models made overseas could 
be built locally alongside existing ICE 
equivalents

• Critical Mineral Supply Chain
− Accelerate permitting for nickel and lithium 

mining in the United States

• Figure out Battery Recycling
− Battery components recycled in the United 

States counts towards critical mineral 
sourcing; yet to be done at scale

• Lower the Cost of EVs
− Expect more LFP battery chemistry: lower 

cost, good cycle life, easier to source 
minerals, less energy-dense

6

National Progress: Inflation Reduction Act
How Will Automakers and Suppliers React?

Key Tennessee 
Opportunity
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National Progress: Federal Fleets & Facilities
Federal agencies tackling the climate crisis through zero emission vehicles

General Services Administration (GSA)
Guidehouse is supporting GSA with 
developing a roadmap to optimize ZEV 
deployment across 75 federal agency 
fleets with ~226,000 non-tactical vehicles

Fleets: President Biden’s Executive Order 
(EO) 14008 identifies, “clean and zero-
emission vehicles (ZEV) for Federal, 
State, local, and Tribal government fleets, 
including vehicles of the United States 
Postal Service,” as part of a larger strategy 
(including EO 14037 and the Inflation 
Reduction Act) to tackle the climate crisis. 

Facilities: The Bipartisan Infrastructure 
Law funds ZEV charging infrastructure 
along Alternative Fuel Corridors through the 
National Electric Vehicle Infrastructure 
(NEVI) Formula Program to support long 
range charging needs.

Challenge:

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Guidehouse will deliver a comprehensive
5-Year procurement plan that optimizes ZEV 
& fuel supply infrastructure deployment 
targeting locations aligned to GSA limitations 
and EVSE infrastructure improvement realities 

U.S. Army
Guidehouse was selected by the Deputy 
Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, G-9 Installations to 
develop a strategic Fleet Electrification Plan 
(FEP) that will guide efforts to field an all-
electric non-tactical vehicle fleet by 2035.

Our Impact:

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/27/executive-order-on-tackling-the-climate-crisis-at-home-and-abroad/
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2021/08/10/2021-17121/strengthening-american-leadership-in-clean-cars-and-trucks
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bipartisan-infrastructure-law/nevi_formula_program.cfm
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DriveElectricTN Roots: Roadmap Collaboration

• Drive Electric Tennessee 
Roadmap developed by the Drive 
Electric Tennessee (DET) 
Consortium and released in 2019 

• Consortium of over 35 entities 
collaborating through multiple 
groupings over 12 months

• Tennessee EVSE Plan identified 
as priority effort for collaboration 
across DET members in 2019

• Ahead of the Game: Prepared 
Tennessee for National Electric 
Highway Coalition (2021) and 
NEVI Program (2022)

Proactively, collaboratively charting the vision, mission and goals for success

https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/environment/energy/documents/Roadmap%20for%20Electric%20Vehicles%20in%20Tennessee_Report.pdf
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Technology Opportunities for Tennessee Economy in 2030

(Source: Guidehouse)

Compute Platforms for 
Onboard Intelligent Applications

2030 Global 
Market Size $1.5 Trillion

DriveElectricTN Future: Huge global opportunities in 
R&D innovation for automotive powerhouses
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Derek & Jaden’s Journey to the Summit Key Takeaways
New Electric

(Uber, Atlanta)

New Gas
(Hertz, Knoxville)

Old Gas
(Uber, Atlanta)

Old Electric
(Home, Berkeley) • Mobility Transition opportunities abound for 

Tennessee across modes, facilities and fuels

• Position for quickly evolving mobility landscape 
through 2030 (fun thought: Jurassic World scenario)

• Continued stakeholder collaboration critical to 
unlock regional, national and global opportunities

Thank you and enjoy the Summit!
- Derek & Jaden
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Contact
Derek Jones
Director
derek.jones@guidehouse.com

Learn more

mailto:derek.jones@guidehouse.com
https://guidehouse.com/insights/energy/2019/transportation-to-grid
https://guidehouse.com/capabilities/industries/energy-sustainability-infrastructure/solutions/mobility
https://guidehouse.com/insights/energy/2021/clean-and-zero-emissions-fleets
https://guidehouse.com/insights/energy/2021/fleet-transformation-mandate-carbon-emissions
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Guidehouse-At-a-Glance
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